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Treasurer’s Report……………………..by Gay Jewett
Date

Category

6/30

Balance

7/7

Gail Smith– RPM Exp.

7/7

Dom Mkt.- mail HE

7/17

Print Source-print HE

341.61

8/10

B. Jewett-Smith gift

200.00

8/23

AutoX proceeds

147.24

Totals

147.24

8/27

Income

Expense

Balance

7239.53
18.78
82.01

Balance

642.40

Sept. 7th– Waynesboro Go Carts, 6 PM. Not a club event! Just a
coincidence that you all show up! I-64 and Rt. 340 North.
• Sept. 16– Social/Meeting Euroclassics, Richmond, 7PM.
• Sept. 19– SCCA Autocross, Gov’t Center, Verona, 9 AM. Get there
early...100+ cars show up for this!
Oct. 11- Euroclassics Columbus Day Driver’s Ed Event, VIR, Danville.
Details Pg. 17
Oct. 16 or 17– Chad’s Tour, TBA.
Oct. 24th- Joint autocross with First Settler’s PCA, Crewe Airport, 10 AM
Nov. 18– Social/Meeting, Euroclassics, Richmond, 7 PM.
Nov. 19-21– G & W’s Fall Fling, VIR, Danville. See Ad Page 14
Dec. 5- Annual Christmas party, Bryce & Gay Jewett’s house, 5 PM

•

6744.37

Table of Contents
Shenandoah Region, PCA is a non-profit organization dedicated to
the enjoyment of the Porsche automobile.
The region’s newsletter, ”The Heat Exchanger,” is published nine
times per year (no Dec., Feb., or Aug. issues) with a production deadline of
the 26th of the month prior to publication. The information in this
newsletter is solicited from the membership of this region and other
newsletters and may or may not be consistent with the beliefs or ideals of the
Editor.
Reproduction of this newsletter is permitted only with written
consent of the Newsletter Editor. Porsche and the Porsche crest are
trademarked property of PCNA. Changes of address should be sent to the
Editor and to PCA National offices in care of Diana Tringali at PO Box 5900
Springfield, VA 22150, 703-451-9000
Literary submissions are welcome and expected. Please e-mail submissions to PHLODBEAR@AOL.COM, prior to the 26th of the month. Publication of those submissions will be in the next available issue, based on
space, timeliness, and appropriateness. A special thanks to all those who
contribute and advertise in “The Heat Exchanger!”
Advertising rates: $50/month-full page, $30/month-half page, $20/
month- quarter page and $15/month- business card. If you purchase ad space
for a year (nine issues), you will receive one month free! All ads need to be
sent to the newsletter editor and must be reproducible.
Das Market ads for new and used Porsches and Porsche parts must
be sent to the newsletter editor by the 26th of the month previous to
publication. These classifieds are free of charge for Shenandoah Region PCA
members and all Das Market ads will be purged after running. All others who
want to run a classified ad in Das Market will be charged $1.00/line.
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President’s Letter

A

ugust has come and gone so
quickly, with our last autocross in Staunton behind us
now and only one more event to go to wrap up
the points. Another social event too has come
and gone. Now we are getting into our two big
track events at VIR. October has three events
for driving so plan accordingly. The Columbus
Day event will fill up so sign up in advance to
guarantee your place.
We are planning our September
social meeting at Euroclassics. Mark has done
quite a lot with his dealership since last year President, Rick Ebinger
and it will be a great opportunity to wander
around and see the place. This will also be a good time to ask any questions about the
upcoming event at VIR.
The Christmas party is starting to be a little less fuzzy on the details. Bryce
and Gay have volunteered their home for the event early December in Richmond and
we appreciate it. Our Christmas parties are always a lot of fun; with good food and
drink. Our season-ending results will be announced and awards given. This is also an
officer change-over year, (we do it every two years) so the new officers will be presented at that time.
We need a new Web master. Don Herzog has moved back to Ohio and will
only be serving out through the end of the year. So we need someone to pick up the
torch and continue the wonderful work he has done with the site. He will be greatly
missed and I wish him the best. Whoever picks this up will have some big shoes to fill.
We are looking at another Go-cart night like we had two months ago. We had
five people last time show up roughly the same time and place, (imagine the odds)

to check out Waynesboro Go-Cart. We are looking at September 7th, Tuesday,
at 6:00 PM to play again. Try to make it; we had a lot of fun last time.
One last thing: I know we are ten months away from the Porsche Parade next year, but you need to start planning now. There has been a lot of talk
about filling up spaces, and people will not be able to get in because they did
not pre-register, or register in time. There will be a lot of people coming, and
the Hershey event is right in the center of the largest group of PCA members in
the United States. I do not think for one minute these people are exaggerating.
There are a lot of people who will be surprised and will miss out. I did my first
Parade last year, and I know there are a lot of things to do to just get signed up.
I also know that PCA also stands for the Procrastinators Club of America! So
you will hear a lot more of this in the next six months.
Enjoy the end of your summer. I hope to see everyone at the upcoming events. Take care.
Rick

Page 2

steering. Side of the road time! It’s much more convenient to replace belts
before they break.
Noises - Screeching is usually a loose belt, and if it’s not damaged by
slippage, re-tension and keep going.
Sometimes the belt will screech because
“Side of the road
it’s being dragged over a seizing pulley
time!
It’s
much more conbearing or compressor clutch. Check it
out! Low grade rumbles, rotating noises venient to replace belts
are usually the pulley or compressor bear- before they break.”
ings going bad but haven’t seized yet.
Loose mounting brackets for the compressor can also cause low grade noises or rattles. Anytime a system is discharged,
especially if due to a blown hose, the compressor oil should be checked. Special refrigerant oil can be added through a fill port or with a pressurized oil
charge.
What if the AC doesn’t seem to be coming on? It is rarely a defective switch. Check the fuses first and remember a fuse does not have to be
blown to create a problem. Slightly loose or corroded fuses can have the same
effect as a blown fuse. Check for loose or corroded relays and signs of overheating on the relay casing. Check the electrical connections at the compressor
and over/under pressure switches which protect more expensive components.
If the compressor is engaged but the system is cooling poorly, look for the
“sight glass” at the receiver drier/accumulator. A steady stream of foamy bubbles indicates air in the system. Adding Freon/R134a to a partially charged
system is not a good idea. Vacuum pumping and recharging is the right way to
do it
This is where expensive equipment comes into play. Gauges, a vacuum pump and a precise method of measuring refrigerant are required and
these tasks are best performed by a qualified mechanic. The preceding just
scratches the surface of AC diagnosis and repair. It can get very frustrating
sometimes.. both from the consumer’s and the mechanic’s side. It’s important
to have good communication so everyone can keep his cool!
Colin
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From the Editor’s Desk
We won!

N

ot the race, but the newsletter
contest. And it wasn’t really a
win...more of a podium finish.
Just the same, I’m tickled!
Let me back up and clue you in.
In the PCA National newsletter contest,
the Heat Exchanger picked up a third
place award for Class II regions.
The results were announced at
Porsche Parade in Fort Worth, Texas. Editor, Phil Audibert
Club members, Phyllis and Weldon
Scrogham and Alex Smith bounded up to the podium to accept the award for
me...because I DIDN’T KNOW! I actually found out I’d won something from
fellow newsletter editor, Jim Michaels of the Blue Ridge Region.
Anyway, five judges perused 42 regional newsletter entries in five
classes. Classes are determined by region membership size, and we are in the
next to smallest class.
Way back last spring, each newsletter editor was asked to submit two
issues from the previous year. The judges then awarded each of the two issues
a number of points for such things as “Layout and Quality of Appearance,”
“Editorial Commentary,” “Technical Articles and Automotive Tips.” The
Heat Exchanger garnered 1058 points, which put us in seventh place nationally
against all regions regardless of membership size.
Looking at the judges’ comments, we scored well in most areas... in
particular “Technical Articles and Automotive Tips.” This was the area where
the judges found us lacking the previous year. But thanks to Tech Tactics Edi-

Web: crownauto.com

(Continued on page 4)
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tor, Harold Singh, we scored well in
that department this year. Regrettably, Harold has moved out of the
region. But there is hope for next
year’s contest. Colin Dogherty of
CDOC has volunteered to come up
with some tech articles; his first effort appears on page 15 of this issue!
Oddly enough, one of the
judges neglected to award any points
at all in the “Practical Innovation”
category. He didn’t even award zeros...just left it blank. If he had just
filled it out, the Heat Exchanger
might have scored even better!
Other judges had some comments: “Very nice newsletter,” wrote
one, adding “would like to see more
The winning entries were the than nine (issues) per year.” Hmmm.
September and November 2003 I’ll think about that. “A couple of
the ads a little fuzzy,” wrote the same
issues of the Heat Exchanger.
Photo by Phil Audibert judge. Well we know THAT’S been
fixed!
Another judge wrote, “editorials should elicit participation.” Okay, I’m
on record. I AM ELICITING PARTICIPATION. It’s up to you, dear readers.
And yet another judge typed out almost a whole page of helpful suggestions regarding typeface, indents and the like...all of which I much appreciate. He closed with, “thank you for the pleasant read.”
And so, I will thank YOU for the pleasant participation, because without you, I could never have pulled this off. In particular, I want to single out
and thank my regular contributors:
• President Rick Ebinger for his President’s letter every month and his writeups about autocrosses, Parades and Zone II meetings.
• Social Chairman, Mike Shutty for his witty accounts of our ramblings
around the countryside.
• Treasurer, Gay Jewett for her monthly accountings of club finances.
• Membership Chairman, Mel Brannan’s timely welcome to new members
and fond farewell to those who have moved on.
• Secretary, Dave Lasch for his accurate minutes-taking.
• All and any of you who’ve contributed an article, a photo, a supportive
comment, a slap on the back.
THANK YOU!
Page 4
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Back to School…………….…………..by Alex Smith

S

henandoah Region P.C.A. is hosting a Driver Education Day,
October 11th 2004, at V.I.R. The event is graciously sponsored by
Euroclassics Porsche in Richmond. This will be the 3rd year hosting
this event, and it is a wonderful chance for club members to learn safe
driving skills and experience the real potential of their Porsche automobilebraking, cornering and handling. This is a day of going to school with your
car and the outdoor classroom is the best of all – Virginia International
Raceway. Our teachers are experienced instructors and specialists from the
motor sports world, from P.C.A. Club Racing and Driver Education programs.
Two added bonuses will be the opportunity to have G&W
Motorsports headquarters available to see their successful Daytona prototype
cars in the Grand Am series and their Porsche GT3R race cars.
Also CDOC from Charlottesville, will have their wonderful sales
truck at the track to help drivers with safety equipment needs such as helmets
and gloves.
If you are interested in experiencing an enriching Driver Education
opportunity at one of the country’s finest tracks, with some of the best mentors
available, please contact Amanda Harbeson for more sign up information:
Amanda Harbeson 804-794-6868 aharbeson@euroclassics.com
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You drive a special car. . .

IS NOW OPEN!

make your home just as
special with help from . . .

Virginia Angel
Architects
Stephen & Katherine Garstang

Black/white golf shirts w/
logo……………………...$26
Baseball hats w/ logo.....$15
Enameled car badges…...$24
“Old” stuff “very” half price

GREAT GIFT IDEAS!
Contact Alex Smith

1624 Yorktown Drive • Charlottesville VA 22901
kgarstang@cstone.net

804-741-9704
asmith@collegiate-va.org

434-293-2819
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(Continued from page 9)

bandits will occasionally engage our convoys with automatic small arms fire.
Then a 160 KPH ride on the Tampa expressway becomes a high-speed running
gun battle that lasts until our security teams (usually) take out the bandit
vehicles. The most accurate gunners win these engagements and that is our
shooter the majority of the time.
Speaking of Baghdad, there is a huge faction in Iraq that is against any
Iraqis working for the "Americans." Recently five of our Iraqi laundry workers
were gunned down as they were leaving their homes to come to work. Three
died that day; one was a 15-year-old boy.
These Iraqi workers and many others who work for the KBR team
routinely receive death threats. These threats may be placed on the windshield
of their vehicles, attached to the door of their homes or delivered by other
means. Therefore, most Iraqis working for
“five of our Iraqi the coalition are usually afraid to come to
work, particularly if there is any anticipated
laundry workers were unrest due to a holiday or demonstration.
gunned down as they
So,
when
holidays
or
were leaving their homes demonstrations occur many of our workers
to come to work. Three are too afraid to come to work. This impacts
our ability to adequately operate the camps
died that day; one was a and impedes the timely execution of our
15-year-old boy.”
various missions.
If we terminate Iraqi locals for not
coming to work because of their fear, we in
turn run the risk of incurring their anger. Then we have no way of knowing who
they might complain to. Also, they have intimate information about the
operation of the camps. So, we do our very best to work with our Iraqi labor
force.
Local Iraqi labor, even technical labor, is very cheap... $5.00 a day
maximum but personnel issues abound. Unlike locals who work in Kuwait,
Iraqis are desperate and will steal and take other illegal action just to survive.
Bottom line, many Iraqis are very hard-working, but for them, working with the
Americans is a daily life and death struggle
Due to the politics of the work, we are not sure exactly how long we
will remain over here. We signed up for not less than one year and not more
than two years. But, the American government could pull the plug tomorrow.
Bill Brewer

More newsbits…..
Wanna see the new 911? Just come on down to Euroclassics on
September 9th at about 6:30 PM. The Richmond based (on Midlothian Ave.)
dealership is having an open house to show off the building’s new addition
and to unveil the 2005 911, officially known as the 997.
Page 16

Brock’s Gap/Orkney
Springs Tour

By Phil Audibert
Tour organizer, Robert Whissen entertains (from left to right)
Sherry Westfall, Sandi Pelouze, Nancy Cesca, Herb Distefano, and Susie
Audibert with personal anecdotes of the Orkney Springs Resort and
Hotel. His parents were married here before it became an Episcopal
Church-owned retreat.
Photo by Jim Condon
ou couldn’t have asked for better weather for a mid August driving
tour! It was absolutely gorgeous...temps in the mid 70’s and humidity
way on down below 50 percent.
Robert Whissen and Dale Weatherholtz were at the front of the pack
this time as they took eight other hardy souls on a tour of THEIR stomping
grounds...a part of Virginia that I personally have never seen. It was gorgeous!
If you didn’t have a rag top, man, you wished you did. As it was four of the
five cars went, uh, topless.
We started at the outskirts of Harrisonburg and headed north and
west. The road wound through some of the prettiest farm land I’ve ever seen,
and descended into the hamlet of Singer’s Glen, so named because this is
where the art of “shape note” singing was invented back in the 1850’s. Shape
note singing is featured in the Civil War film “Cold Mountain.” To this day,
aficionados gather from all over the country to practice this historic art of
choral song.
From there, we whizzed over streams, though wooded glens and past
corn as high as an elephant’s eye till we arrived at the Turner Ham House,
complete with eclectic collections of: arrowheads, hunter’s trophies, antique
cameras, Polish serving ware, and model cars. Oh yes, they have a ham
curing house out back along with a regulation sized croquet court! Few tour

y

(Continued on page 12)
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Tech-Tactics……………
By Colin Dogherty

Keep your cool…………..

I

t can still be hot and humid in Virginia in September, and if you are
driving an older 911 the air conditioner probably doesn’t work. So much for
motoring comfort. Auto air conditioning is
definitely one of life’s optional experiences...like a sunroof. If you never had one you’ll never miss it. However,
once you have a sunroof, you have to have a sunroof. Likewise, air conditioning. There is something to be said for flipping a switch and voila! – Cool, dry
comfort!
So let’s take a look at your air conditioner, concentrating on what the
average citizen can do to keep a system up to snuff. Generally speaking, most
late model automatic climate control systems are absolute marvels of efficiency. The simpler, early systems are easily identified by their basic functional switches and levers. The newest systems are microprocessor controlled
and can be an absolute nightmare to diagnose and repair. The good news is,
that compared to other makes, Porsche is the most trouble free in almost all
areas, including the air conditioner.
It is important to think of the AC system as a 12-month system. It
needs to run, even in cold weather, about once a week for five to ten minutes.
The reason the unit needs to run regu“The reason the
larly, even in the winter, is to keep it all
moving to prevent atrophy. With peri- unit needs to run reguodic use, bearings stay lubricated, seals larly, even in the winter,
remain pliable, and expansion valves and
thermostats move back and forth. The is to keep it all moving to
bottom line is the Freon gas or R134a prevent atrophy. ”
remains in the system, properly filtered,
metered, compressed, liquefied and
transferring heat! Compressor shaft seals can dry and shrink slightly, allowing
some or all of the gas to escape during months of non-use. When the system is
recharged and running, the act of re-pressurizing seals the system and mysterious leaks disappear. So run the system weekly year round!
Next, take a look at the belt. Like any belt, if it’s cracked or starting
to separate it needs to be replaced. The AC belt is turning all the time, even if
the system is “off” (it freewheels). If the belt breaks, this “secondary” system
belt can take out some primary belts, e.g. alternator, water pump or power
(Continued on page 19)
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Greetings from Sunny Kuwait and Iraq!
By Bill Brewer
(Editor’s note: Shenandoah Region club members, Bill and Karen
Brewer e-mailed me from Iraq asking that their Heat Exchanger be
routed to the home of one of their children in Ohio. I couldn’t resist
asking them for a report. I didn’t realize it would be so captivating! Bill
and Karen have a 914-6 that Bill has owned since 1972! It is currently
undergoing a “from-the-ground-up” restoration.)

2004
5th Annual
G&W Motorsports Fall Fling
November 20-21

K

Go to www.gandwmotorsports.com
for racing updates and
new and exciting information to come
regarding the
THE ANNUAL G & W FALL FLING

434.822.8180

aren and I departed for Kuwait on the evening of 9 November and
after spending 12 hours in Heathrow airport (London) we arrived in
Kuwait City early the morning of the 11th.
Initially we were both working for Perini Corporation. We were
engaged in rebuilding power generating plants and electrical distribution
systems in south Iraq. Note, the south of Iraq is defined as the geography
from the Iraqi-Kuwaiti border up north to Al Kut and An Najaf, or if you do
not want to look at a map, the geography from about 75 miles south or
Baghdad to the Kuwaiti border.
Karen worked in the Perini office in Mishref Kuwait, a suburb on the
south side of Kuwait City. I worked out of that office and offices in Basra and
Baghdad. Effective April 3rd 2004, I departed Perini and accepted a Business
Development position with Kellogg Brown and Root. I still work in Kuwait
and Iraq and Bahrain and Saudi Arabia too... hot spots all.
I know you are wondering about the terrorist threat. All I can say in
response, is to date, we have not encountered a problem with terrorists or even
seen them. They are there but 5,000 to 10,000 terrorists spread out over a
county the size of Iraq, and considering they are hunted daily by the American
military, insures that such sightings will be
“if any of our vevery rare.
Photo by Phil Audibert
The major threat to Americans in hicles should
break down
Iraq is bandits. I think just about every it is abandoned in place;
Iraqi man and male child is a bandit.
These people are engaged in a daily the risk of an ambush is
struggle just to survive. Therefore they too great to stay with a
will take just about any action to survive vehicle waiting for
rethe day.
covery vehicles.”
Due to the lawlessness, the roads
in Iraq are not safe to drive after dark. We
do not venture outside the camp wire after dark. Additionally, when we go out
during the day, we only go out with heavily armed security patrols and we are
back in by dark. So, if any of our vehicles should break down it is abandoned
(Continued on page 9)
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The
very
picture of
speed…
Mark Scafidi’s GT3
roars down
the straight
at the August
15th
autocross in
Verona.
Photo by Phil
Audibert

Newsbits………………….
Garage Contest!
Are you the proud owner of a killer Porsche
garage? Do you have a Porsche trophy room, place or space? If so, you'll
want to start snapping photos for the very first "Killer PCA Garages" and
"PCA Trophy Rooms, Places and Spaces" photo display. Photos will be
judged (a brand new category) at the Hershey Porsche Parade. Send in your 4
X 6" or 5 X 7" photos (include yourself in photo or separate photo of yourself,
if you like) to: Janet Ledesma, Hershey Photo Display, 10216 Hunt Club
Lane, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418.
Wedding bells! We learned this tidbit during the Brock’s Gap/Orkney
Springs driving tour. Jim Condon and Sherry Westfall drive a gorgeous
Guards Red C4, pictured on the cover of this issue of the Heat Exchanger.
They also like to swing dance. And that’s how they met. And now they’re
going to tie the knot! At press time a wedding date had not yet been set.
Web Master Moves With deep sadness we bid farewell to Don
Herzog who with his lovely bride, Sharon, has moved to Cincinnati. Don did
a bang-up job when he took over hosting and updating the web site. He and
Sharon were also regular participants in our various driving tours. Lucky for
us, Don has offered to continue hosting the web site “by remote” until his
membership runs out. We’re gonna miss you guys! By the way, his 1990 C2
is for sale. Contact him at dherzog@toast.net.
Certificates of Authenticity Think of it as a Birth Certificate for
your car. Jack Bair of Porsche Cars North America (PCNA) writes us, “I am
pleased to announce that information on the PCNA Certificate of Authenticity
program is readily available on the Porsche web site. Go to Porsche.com and
click on North America, click on USA, click on Owner Services and then on
Certificate of Acceptance.
Page 8
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participants walked out the door without some kind of purchase!
Then it was on to Orkney Springs, an Episcopal Conference Center
and Resort in the shadow of West Virginia. On the way, we went right by
Dale Weatherholtz’s farm.
Orkney Springs is so named for the eight surrounding springs that
were purported to cure
everything from rheumatism
to congestive heart failure.
The huge 100 room hotel was
built in 1879. Since 1979 it
has been a church conference
center. Today, the center
features a concert hall which
is the home of the
Shenandoah Valley Music
Festival.
Anyway, we were
getting hungry. So off to
The old Orkney Springs hotel
Edinburg we went where we
Photo by Jim Condon
found a table with our name
on it waiting for us at Sal’s
Italian Bistro. Lunch, in true Italian style, lasted a couple of hours! Good eats.
Good company. Good conversation! When it came time to go home, three
cars convoyed to run an impromptu hill climb over Massanutten Mountain
and home. A great driving day!

Membership Report
August 2004 by Mel Brannan

153 Members
Welcome to the following New Members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Donaldson of Gum Spring, VA 1987 Porsche 911
Mackenzie Horn of Palmyra, VA 1986 Porsche 944T
Michael Morsberger of Keswick, VA 1970 Porsche 911
John and Betsy Casteen of Charlottesville, VA 1973 Porsche 911T
Kenneth Shreves of Charlottesville, VA 1986 Porsche 911
William Trevillian, Jr. Charlottesville, VA 2003 Porsche 911

The Heat Exchanger
(Continued from page 7)

in place; the risk of an ambush is too great to stay with a vehicle waiting for
recovery vehicles.
I know most of you have read that KBR was ripping the government
off by charging excessive rates to deliver gasoline form Kuwait to Baghdad.
But, what I expect you have not read in
“The lead vehicle the media is that we were loosing 1/3 of
and trail vehicle occu- the gasoline tankers due to breakdown
caused by bandits. The Army and our
pants consist of a driver security force could not safely remain with
and four shooters. The a stalled tanker. So, each convoy of 1000
lead vehicle is used to gasoline tankers (17,000 liter capacity 18
defend attackers from wheels) would lose around 333 tankers
going to and returning from Iraq. The loss
the front and to smash of equipment is a major factor in the price
through road blocks.”
of gasoline in Iraq.
Relative to security, we have a
British firm, HART that keeps us safe.
Most of our security force is made up of ex Special Air Services (SAS)
paratroopers. They are a very professional and competent security force. The
SAS is equal to the American Special Operations forces.
For security purposes we travel in three vehicle minimum convoys.
The lead vehicle and trail vehicle occupants consist of a driver and four
shooters. The lead vehicle is used to defend attackers from the front and to
smash through road blocks.
Bandits block the main roads to slow vehicles and make them easy
targets for their guns and RPG’s. The principal driving rule in Iraq, “keep
moving at all costs, if you stop, you are dead!”
The trail vehicle defends the rear
of the convoy. The client (me and others
“a 160 KPH ride
like me) ride in the middle vehicle(s), on the Tampa expressthis/these client vehicle(s) in addition to
the driver has at least one shooter on board. way becomes a highThe road north towards Baghdad speed running gun battle
from Kuwait is called Route Tampa. Our that lasts until our secuconvoys are routinely attacked along this rity teams (usually) take
route usually by vehicle(s) approaching
rapidly from the rear. The bandit vehicle out the bandit vehicle.”
will display their weapons as they near the
tail end of convoys. In response out
security team will display their weapons (guns up). Most of the time the
bandits will drop back and look for easier targets, unarmed or lightly armed
convoys.
However, when the testosterone and adrenaline are running high the
(Continued on page 18)
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Autocross Results………………………….
Name

Car

Class

Time

1

Rick Ebinger

‘74 914

Early-’79

39.709

3

2

Erik Boody

‘73 911T

Early- ‘79

40.308

2

3

Phil Audibert

‘99 Boxster

Boxster

40.322

3

4

Howie Dunbrack

‘86 930

Mid ‘80-’94

40.387

3

5

Mark Scafidi

‘04 GT3

Late ‘95-’04

40.710

3

6

Howie Dunbrack

‘86 944 Turbo

944

40.926

3

7

Greg Schaffer

‘04 GT3

Late ‘95-’04

41.006

2

8

Chess Earman

‘86 944 Turbo

944

41.592

2

9

Michael Moore

‘92 Miata

other

41.644

3

10 Chess Earman

‘86 930

Mid ‘80-’94

41.758

2

11

‘73 BMW

other

43.118

2

12 Andy Turner

‘86 930

Mid ‘80-’94

43.222

1

13 Mel Brannan

‘91 C4 911

Mid ‘80-’94

43.466

14 Fritz Flynn

‘93 RX7

other

43.468

15 Rick Kiser

‘93 911

Mid ‘80-’94

43.573

16 Susie Audibert

‘99 Boxster

ladies

43.979

17 Scott Krzastek

‘85 CRX

other

44.119

18 Brian Bass

‘86 944

944

44.676

19 Rick Ebinger

‘03 Sonata

other

46.169

20 Steve Mohn

‘91 Volvo 740

other

46.191

21 Diane Earman

‘86 944 Turbo

ladies

46.745

22 Andy Turner

‘89 Dodge PU

other

47.850

23 Pam Grey

‘03 Sonata

other

53.236

Stephen Garstang
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Pts.

1

3

1

2

1

Driving Chess Earman’s 930 Turbo, Howie Dunbrack goes off the end
of the straightaway and almost down the embankment, as course
worker, Susie Audibert looks on in horror. Howie later explained that
his feet became entangled! No injuries and no damage done. Photo by
Phil Audibert

W

ell, we were back at it again running our last planned autocross
at the Staunton Government center. We had 23 cars running on
a cooler, and very nice day, getting six runs each and still
wrapping up by 3 PM. Erik, Phil, Howie, and Mark had a good
day running very fast and all within a second of FTD. Diane Earman keeps
getting closer, and faster for that matter. She is holding second place for the
season points in the Ladies class. Andy Turner had a vehicle change and was
limited to his ‘89 Dodge mini pick-up. He had a great time power stalling it off
the start each time.
There were a lot of positive comments about the course and I will
remember this lay-out for future runnings in Staunton. The season is almost
over and the season points look to be all wrapped up if everyone comes to the
last autocross. One exception is the “Early” class, which once again, will come
down to Erik and I battling it out in the last autocross. All I can say is, “thank
God for his ten-year-old rear tires.” And I am sure he is saying, “ thank God
for his jumping spark in his ignition!” The last autocross is set for Crewe with
First Settlers, though this still is not firmed up. Please keep a watch on the Web
Site for any possible changes as we try to lock this down. One quick note to
those of you who can’t wait until October to run again; the SCCA is running an
autocross in Staunton September 19th. Just make sure to get there by 9:00 AM
since they draw 100+ cars and we usually pull mid 20s. Thanks to all of you
who came out and we will see you soon.
Rick
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